Kaiser willys truck

Frazer and industrialist Henry J. In , the company acquired the automotive assets of
Graham-Paige , of which Frazer had become president near the end of World War II. When
Frazer left in , the company renamed itself the Kaiser Motors Corporation and continued until
The Kaiser was of an advanced front wheel drive design while the Frazer was an upscale
conventional rear wheel drive car. The production costs and the limited time available prevented
the front wheel drive design from entering production, so the new Kaiser and Frazer shared
bodies and powertrains. Being some of the first newly designed cars on the market while the "
Big Three " were still marketing their pre-war designs, the Kaisers and Frazers made an exciting
entrance. Kaiser and Frazer continued to share bodies and engines through with different
exterior and interior trim. Kaiser believed in pressing forward in the face of adversity, while
Frazer was more pragmatic. As the market for Kaiser-Frazer products slowed in with the
introduction of new designs from the Big Three, Kaiser pushed for more production, creating an
oversupply of cars that took until mid to sell. Kaiser and Frazer had repeated disagreements on
how aggressive production should be until, finally, Joseph Frazer left the company in and the
Frazer nameplate was dropped after a short 10, unit production run in that used up the
remaining inventory of the bodies. In , the Kaiser-Frazer Corporation was renamed Kaiser
Motors Corporation and continued building passenger cars through The decision was then
made to exit the passenger car market, which was accomplished at the end of the model year.
By , Willys Motors built only utility vehicles, many for export, and was turning a healthy profit. In
, the Kaiser Jeep Corporation, as the company had been renamed in , was sold to American
Motors Corporation. Willow Run, the largest building in the world at that time, was built by the
U. Once the war ended, Ford had no interest in the facility, and the War Assets Administration
began a search for someone to lease or buy the building. When K-F expressed interest in the
facility, the WAA offered them an attractive five-year lease rate. Kaiser includes Custom, Deluxe,
Virginian, Carolina and Manhattan sedans, as well as the Traveler 4 door hatchback utility
sedan. First post-war production car to offer supercharging the Kaiser Manhattan. Henry J , a
small economy car including Corsair and Vagabond. Darrin , the first production fiberglass
sports car in the United States, beating Corvette to market by one month. Frazer includes
Standard, Deluxe and Manhattan sedans and the Vagabond hatchback. The Frazer Manhattan
convertible was the last four-door American convertible until the Lincoln Continental. Early
production Frazers were marketed and identified as a Graham-Paige product. Allstate , designed
to sell through Sears-Roebuck department stores in the southern United States, was a slightly
restyled Henry J. The cars were equipped with Allstate products tires, battery, etc. The modest
styling changes distinguishing the Allstate from the Henry J were executed by Alex Tremulis ,
stylist of the Tucker Sedan. In , Kaiser was the only one to accept the offer, with the remainder
believing the market was too small to justify the investment. Also, they did not have the rugged
products Kaiser did. On January 19, , Kaiser and the government of Argentina signed an
agreement to permit Kaiser to manufacture automobiles and trucks in Argentina. In February,
Kaiser created a wholly owned subsidiary named Kaiser Automotores, the holding company
which in turn owned part of the newly created Industrias Kaiser Argentina S. IKA , the
manufacturing and marketing arm. In August, Kaiser applied for and received an import license
to bring in 1, completed cars, manufacturing equipment and spare parts from the US.
Groundbreaking for the new factory was in March with the first Jeep vehicle rolling out of the
plant on 27 April The US vinyl and fabric interior was replaced with a more rugged leather
interior, the speedometer was recalibrated in kilometers with the temperature, oil, and fuel
gauge annotations in Spanish and the spring rates were increased to accommodate unimproved
Argentine roads. Oddly, the dash castings with annotations for vent, heater, headlight and wiper
controls remained in English. No consideration was given to offering an automatic transmission
due to the anticipated difficulty in obtaining service in remote towns. Production started on the
Carabela on 25 July and, in the remaining months of that year, 2, cars were built. In , the
Carabela, the "Gran coche argentino" the Great Argentine Car , ended production with some 15,
cars assembled providing elegant transportation for the doctors, bankers and other notables in
Argentina. The Carabela had some stable mates in in the form of an Alfa Romeo sedan
derivative named the Bergantin another type of Spanish sailing ship and an
Argentine-manufactured Renault Dauphine badged IKA Dauphine. In , Rambler variants licensed
from AMC would replace all of these. The final form of the AMC variants was the potent Torino
which saw a lot of racing on international circuits. Built until the early s, the Torino was based
on the Rambler American 2-door hardtop and 4-door sedan, but had its own engine, front and
rear end styling, and a more European-styled interior. With the founding of the State of Israel in ,
the Ford Motor Company sought to invest in the new state, and to facilitate the production of a
large number of vehicles Israel would need for the military and the government. Ford
announced plans to build an assembly plant in Israel. Ford pulled out causing a moment of

crisis for the Israeli government. While the government was searching for alternatives, Lord
Marcus Sieff of London, contacted Efraim Ilin , an Israeli security expert and tycoon, and put
him in contact with Hickman Price of Kaiser-Frazer. The company had recently built an
automobile plant in Holland, and were planning to build one in Greece. Kaiser-Frazer invested
half a million dollars, and Ilin formed a group that invested the other two million dollars. Kaiser
production began in Israel in The factory built Kaiser-Frazer products, along with Mack trucks,
under license. By the end of the s, the operation was known as Kaiser-Ilin, named after Efraim
Ilin , the Israeli entrepreneur who had negotiated the Haifa plant deal with Hickman Price Jr. In ,
Kaiser-Ilin reached an agreement to assemble six-cylinder Studebaker Larks in Haifa, to help
potential buyers bypass stiff Israeli duties on imported vehicles. Earlier that year, the
Kaiser-Frazer plant at Haifa laid off workers and suspended operations for two weeks because
of a lack of parts. NEKAF assembled 6, Kaiser knock-down kits imported from the US using
some local content batteries, tires, interior, carpets, glass and ignition and electrical system
parts from France and Great Britain. Ateliers de La Dyle under an agreement with Willys
Overland. The vehicles were knock down kits imported from the US with some local content as
with the Kaiser assembly. The NEKAF jeeps differed from the US version by adding side
reflectors white in front and red at the rear , low intensity "city lights" on the front fenders and
front and rear mounted directional signals. In a bid to reduce the costs, the Ministry of War,
having invested already in clothing for the crews, ordered the cabin heaters to be deleted. This
modification entailed considerable redesign of the engine cooling unit which eventually led to
increased cost of the vehicles some 12, Dutch guilders each. The jeeps, dubbed NEKAF by the
military, started to enter service in and remained so well into the s albeit on reservist duties.
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Wikimedia Commons has media related to Kaiser-Frazer. This wagon is mostly original, Yes, he
runs starts, [â€¦]. Very rare , frame off restoration. THIS [â€¦]. All original Willys Wagon with rare
7th seat. Factory original floormat and factory original basketweave headliner in perfect
condition. Newly rebuilt 4 cylinder engine with original block. All original interior in excellent
condition. Totally [â€¦]. In restoration stage. Jeep has been restored to primer stage. Seats have
new original color upholstery. Engine needs to be installed, I have all parts. Jeep ram great prior
to restoration project. Have windshield, needs [â€¦]. Custom built CJ2A. This Jeep was built with
all new parts including including all body parts. This Jeep has a new 3. Proform ignition. Heads
are [â€¦]. Beautiful example of a Willys Wagon. Freshly built , T90,D18, axles and brakes have
been gone through by a mechanic and all parts have been restored or replaced. Fresh paint, a
couple of dings [â€¦]. It is the focus of Jeep Willys For Sale to be a comprehensive classifieds
site for various model from throughout the Willys-Overland Motors company history. This
includes its military origins, merger with Kaiser in the 50s and various models leading up to the
acquisition by AMC. We also unlike other classifieds keep old listings marked as SOLD for an
archiving purposes. The mission is to create the ultimate Willys vehicle Classifieds Archive. For
more about how we create and manage listings as well as other important ad disclaimers; be
sure to check out our Ad Disclaimers page. Please note that JeepWillysForSale. This includes
Willys, Jeep, Craigslist, eBay and any other company name. Trade names are simply presented
here for informational and educational purposes in accordance with the Fair Use clause of US
Copyright Law. The information is purely presented here as informational and for visitor
reference. Recent Ads. Welcome to Jeep Willys For Sale! We are an aggregator of various late
model Willys-Jeep vehicles for sale across North America. In the Spotlight. The truck started its
life as a Cargo Loader. Has a brand new 2. Power steering is [ This Jeep is super fun to drive
and has the modern computer controlled fuel [ Premier Listings. November 19, 0. July 20, 1.
September 3, 0. Featured Listings. January 23, 0. January 21, 0. January 6, 0. December 23, 0.
Awesome resto-mod in perfect shape. Spin tiresâ€¦. December 19, 0. Site Mission It is the focus
of Jeep Willys For Sale to be a comprehensive classifieds site for various model from
throughout the Willys-Overland Motors company history. January 15, 0. November 25, 0.
November 6, 0. October 12, 0. February 7, 0. Model year San Juan. Hartford New Haven. Lucie
Tampa Bay Treasure Coast. Athens Atlanta Savannah. Chicago Peoria Rockford Springfield.
Kansas City Topeka Wichita. Lexington Louisville. Boston Springfield Worcester. Duluth

Minneapolis St. Gulfport Jackson. Lincoln Omaha. Las Vegas Reno. Central Jersey Jersey
Shore Newark. Albuquerque Santa Fe. Charlotte Raleigh. Akron Cincinnati Cleveland Columbus
Dayton. Oklahoma City Tulsa. Bend Eugene Portland Salem. Sioux Falls. Knoxville Memphis
Nashville. Salt Lake City St. Alexandria Norfolk Roanoke. Green Bay Milwaukee. It was available
as a pickup truck , a platform stake truck, a chassis cab , or a bare chassis. The truck was
restyled in with the addition of a V-shaped grille with five horizontal bars. Optional accessories
included an engine governor , a power takeoff , and a pulley drive. Over , of these trucks were
manufactured. The Jeep Truck was available with only one transmission, the Borg-Warner T
three-speed manual, with synchromeshed second and third gears. The heavy duty Timken was
used in the early years of production, later being replaced by the Dana The front axle was a
Dana From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. This article relies largely or entirely on a single
source. Relevant discussion may be found on the talk page. Please help improve this article by
introducing citations to additional sources. Motor vehicle. Willys-Overland Motors Kaiser-Jeep.
This section does not cite any sources. Please help improve this section by adding citations to
reliable sources. Unsourced material may be challenged and removed. January Learn how and
when to remove this template message. Categories : Willys vehicles Jeep vehicles Pickup
trucks Vehicles introduced in s cars s cars s cars Motor vehicles manufactured in the United
States. Hidden categories: Articles needing additional references from January All articles
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Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. Full-size pickup. Goâ€”Devil standard Hurricane
optional. Changes from 4T: V-shaped grille with five horizontal bars Updated gauge cluster No
side steps on the pickup version Four-wheel drive only from on. Continental straight-six engine.
Wikimedia Commons has media related to Willys Jeep Truck. AM General. Compact SUV.
Jeepster VJ. Jeepster Commando. Willys Jeep Station Wagon. Cherokee SJ. Compact pickup.
Willys Jeep Truck. Gladiator SJ. Forward Control. It was introduced in , with model designations
of 2T and 4T. The truck received a facelift in and became the , with the new "Hurricane"
four-cylinder engine as an option. This model introduced the v-shaped front end with five
horizontal bars, as well as an updated gauge cluster. The steps on the side of the pickup box
were deleted. After , the two-wheel drive model was discontinued. In , the model designation
became and the grille bars were reduced to three. A six-cylinder model was introduced in , and
sales of models dropped considerably. The was dropped in in favor of the new Tornado OHC
engine. The model, powered by the L Lightning straight six, was brought in for Four-wheel drive
became an option in The flat grille was replaced by a pointed v-shape design with five horizontal
bars across the vertical ones. New engines were available, too. The model got the new F
Hurricane, and the model got a new in3 2. Another big change this year was the addition of a
sedan delivery model to the lineup. A number of new models were added in In a new Maverick
model was introduced, a comparatively more luxurious version of the two-wheel drive wagon. It
could be had with either the four or the six-cylinder engine. The Tornado OHC engine was
introduced in midyear , replacing the flathead. Engines: - , - CID 2. A Spicer 18 transfer case was
used on 4WD models. The Timken was an early rear axle option, otherwise the Dana 53 was
standard. The front axle was a Dana Willys Truck and Wagon Steering Parts. Flat fenders; no
tailgate; rear mounted spare tire; split windshield with windshield wipers at top. Flat fenders; no
tailgate; rear mounted spare tire; split windshield with windshield wipers at top; grille has 9
slots. More than , are made before the production ends in High-hood mass-produced civilian
jeep. Military custom order. In , modified CJ-3A's were produced for the U. Another ' Missing
Link ' jeep. Flat fenders with no apron. It was based on the CJ-4 experimental Jeep. Flat Fenders
with apron skirts. Military 4th or "D" model. Experimental cousin of the CJ Government for the
best designed jeep. It lost to Willys. The more common BRC40s were produced in 2 production
runs. The first batch of 1,, and the 2nd batch of 1, Bantam built approx. Most were given to our
allies. Serial 's shown in red are based solely on surviving data plates, and not from company
records. This indicates the highest known Serial No. The Quad was Willys hand built test
prototype. The MA was Willys prototype Jeep. It won Willys the contract with the U. Willys built
approx. The first 25, MB's manufactured by Willys used a different grill than the stamped,
pressed sheet metal grill one most people are familiar with. This "slat grill" grill was made out of
flat steel stock welded together. The remaining stamped grill MB jeeps totaled , units. The
Pygmy was Ford's hand built test prototype. Ford built 4, of them in This chart indicates the
highest known serial number at years end. Ford numbered their jeeps based on the serial
number of the engine that was installed in them. However, engines were issued out of order, so
there will be overlaps were lower serial numbers were issued after higher serial number GPWs

had already left the plant. Ford built , GPW's from late Feb. J Jeep Corp. Post your Free
Classified Ads. Link to this website. Navigation Help. We can also locate most curved and
V-bend auto and truck windshields, doors, vents, quarters and back glass replacement parts.
Our database provides a way for you to locate flat, curved and one piece V-bend classic auto
glass replacement windshields for classic cars and classic trucks from the 's through the 's.
The price of curved classic auto glass can vary greatly depending on availability and which
vendor is supplying the part. In some cases to get all the curved classic auto glass parts in the
colors you desire; multiple vendors will be used to complete your orders. If you can not find the
classic auto glass you need; call us at and we will try our best to locate it. Call us at We have
original flat classic auto glass patterns for your antique classic autos and trucks from the 's
through the 's. We also offer a large selection of hard to find and reproduction curved classic
auto glass windshields, doors, vents, quarters and back glasses. To search our database of
classic auto glass you will need to find out as many of the following items as you can about
your classic auto: make, year, body, style, model, series, type, and job number. Get Yours listed
Today! A great original driver you can enjoy as-is or restore to whatever level you may desire.
Even has the original carpet and seat upholstery in a very clean and well preserved condition.
Original paint with some minor cracking and great looking original wood decals. Has some
minor things to fix in a place or two but nothing to keep you from enjoying this vehicle year
round! Jeep Photos Sell your Jeep with these seven simple secrets! Jeep Action eMagazine
read without being connected Click here. If you find our service useful or we have been able to
help you sell your Jeep or Jeep parts please consider making a donation. Use our safe and
secure PayPal donation button below and help make our JeepTruck. Thank You. Updates being
made daily. It is complete but in pieces. By complete I mean I have everything I took off of it. I
am the third owner. New brakes and new exhaust were installed by previous owner. It has the
original Buick V8 and manual transmission. The engine runs but not smoothly. The brake pedal
goes to the floor. Original paint without any body work ever. CJ5 Pickup Conversion toyota 22R
drive train with 5 speed, new clutch, wrapped headers, weber carb, crane ignition, new custom
radiator and water pump, power steering and 4 wheel power disc brakes, 4 link rear with custom
coil Most of its life only ran few times a year for farm use. Front bumper has PTO winch
mounted to it and works Body is original other than rear fender flares, which were replaced with
BJ's Off-Road fiberglass flares. I bought back in high school 20 years ago got parked when I left
home. Needs restoration but still runs strong has a with 4 speed granny has not been molested
Runs good. Garage kept. Great stereo. Just looking for a good owner to take her off my hands.
Too many toys in garage. Clean title. Great hunting vehicle but mainly It's a daily driver ready to
go to work. LS1 corvette motor in it and it's a lot of fun to drive and still 4 wheel drive. Dodge
Magnum 5. Kaiser Jeep M Runs, drives and stops as it should. All original. It's a Colorado native
ranch truck, so not a whole lot of rust. FiTech fuel injection, msd ignition, cs alternator, optima
battery, brush guard, nearly the entire cooling system radiator, New bearings, cam, lifters, rings,
gaskets, timing set. No rust Runs great all original except the floor shifter, originally 3 on the
column. Will consider trades for any pick up worth the Not currently running but all there. No
rust or rot Pretty straight body with little to no rust. Has lived in the desert most of its life. I've
been working on this Truck for a few months now. I was hoping to have the interior and body
work done Four Wheel Drive, V8 engine, automatic transmission, 2 speed transfer case, Locking
Hubs, Full floating axles, long bed. Not running, Ready for Restoration. Runs Great! Will need
new ignition switch works but someone tried to steal. Good rubber, extra set of wheels and
tires, Great Wagoneer. Very good mechanical shape. Power seats Got it done and ready to move
on. It has been an Arizona truck its entire life. This truck was pulled from a tobacco barn in
Madison county last year it was legal before I got it on the road again was 99, truck runs and
Don't have time to restore. Truck has 48, mi. Brought it M The previous owner had been driving
it on their farm unplated for several years and swapped the engine with a Ford V8 Crate motor
with an automatic transmission. The hard top is removable, and the This was a 3 year project
truck. Everything replaced or rebuilt, paint and body work completed buy a local body shop. No
rust California truck. Truck runs out great. Engine has been Fires up every time. I drive it at least
once a week and recently took it to Portland from Albany about a 90 minute drive. Only the
speedo Power steering. Clear Washington title. I never transferred it to my name when I bought
Electric fuel pump, Transmission shifts with no issues, transfer case shifts to 4 hi, 4 low, and
back to 2wd, no issues. Engine and tranny, Runs and drives. Straight 6 cylinder. Smokes a little
and would recommend towing for long distances. Coker whitewalls. Cold plate freezer. Very
unique and No body rust at all ever. Headman headers. The J10 4x4 known first as the Gladiator
then the Honcho. Jeep brought back last year. Chance to own an original. Few of these made
and fewer left. This model has under 63, Original interior in excellent shape. Brand new
emissions sticker, see picture. Engine starts immediately even when cold. Absolutely no smoke.

Vehicle was stored in a garage for 18 years. It has never been driven in the winter. Vehicle has a
V8 engine with original miles. The unfortunate passing of her husband makes this incredibly
nice vehicle available for you. The odometer shows 52, miles and from conversations The body
was professionally chopped 4 inches. It is powered by a c. A new heating and Has Dana 44 front
and rear. Has no big dents and body is pretty much straight. I just did a tune up, had the
transmission rebuilt, installed a 4bb intake and a Holley , and new exhaust. This comes with a
lot of extra parts, like straight Was from California until I brought it to Florida 1 year ago. It runs
and drives - original V8 Buick motor with TH auto Has only been in Arizona and California. I
have owned this Jeep since This Truck was my Nearly perfect, save for a few minor paint areas
that need touching-up. Power to the wheels goes Jeep J10 4x4 6cyl Fair condition. Little rust on
the bed. New plugs and wires. New battery. New ignition. New starter solenoid. One tire needs
patching. Great truck I've taken out the interior, which is complete down to the last screw. Has
all its glass with no cracks. I have taken off all the chrome and it's Been fixing and replacing
parts as needed. V8 4x4 Quadra trac new plugs and wires new windshield rebuilt carb. Was told
when I got it the engine and trans had been rebuilt. Chrysler Torqueflight 3 speed Automatic
Transmission. Interior super clean. This is a great restoration I am trying to recoup the money I
put into it. All the glass in tact, with no cracks. All emblems, and crhome in great shape
including the grille. And I located a rust free tailgate. Probably the only one in the Frame in great
shape. Replaced fuel tank, sending unit, fuel pump and fuel lines. New Carburetor, new intake
manifold, starter motor, all with Zero running hours. Started project, but life got in the way, so
time to move on. Heavy amounts of rust All Original. All fluids just changed. All new brakes,
master cylinders, and shocks. Doesn't get any more Original paint. Perfect body, floors and f
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rame. No rust at all top to bottom. Never seen snow. Runs cool shifts Needs major restoration
of body, interior and drive-train. Strong V8 Dauntless engine. True 4Wheel Drive. You must drag
it out and trailer it. It is mostly complete as far as I can see. If you have any questions A recent
Injury forces sale. Has rebuilt , 6 cylinder engine. Had a bad gas tank and I have a new one to
install. Original Buick engine needs rebuilt turbo transmission. Original Winch and bumper.
Arizona truck no rust body. Great project The engine was installed in the mid 80'S and came
from a totaled truck that had 2, miles. Vintage interior and trim, newly rebuilt transmission,
replacement Chevy engine, new battery, headlamps and custom bumpers. This Jeep is To
advertise your business contact us Tell them you saw it on JeepTruck. Join us now as we relive
the history of how this Honcho Restomod build came together over the years. What Is The Jeep
Farm? Watch as Drew takes you on a tour of the yard and shop.

